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The Chinese government put the brakes on excessive margin-financing by retail equity investors to fund purchases of
equities. Stock brokers that had violated regulations were banned from opening accounts and many margin positions were
closed out causing an 8% decline in the market for one day. However, this was put into perspective as margin positioning
makes up less than 3% of the Chinese market and the market regained its poise within a week. It is consistent with the
government’s approach to reform and a desire to cool-off excessive speculation seems sensible.

After the Indian market rose over 30% in 2014, there was more debate in the market about where the next leg-up would
come from. The Reserve Bank of India delivered an unexpected rate cut leading to more conviction that we are at the
beginning of a rate cut cycle. With lower inflation and lower oil prices there are less obstacles in the way of the economy
growing at a reasonable pace.

Over the last year, the Fund has continued to move away from SE Asia (ASEAN) which had served our investors very well,
and Korea, redeploying that capital into India and China. The former was built-up in anticipation of a positive election
outcome; Modi’s majority win was stronger than our base case. Our focus in India is on infrastructure - property, banks,
construction and ports. Meanwhile in China we have focused the large majority of our exposure towards consumer growth,
with long-held positions in internet stocks, and with insurance and liquor among the latest areas to attract us.

In Joe Lai’s December Quarterly Report, the key commentary is on his recent Indian visit and the progress and prospects
that we are seeing under the new leadership. He also looks at the escalation of reform efforts in neighbouring China – the
2.5 billion people in these two countries appear to be looking towards a better future.

Sector-wise, financials, consumer, technology and industrials make-up the bulk of the Fund, which carries no shorts,
reflective of the positive opportunities we can see. However, we have a partial hedge on the Chinese renminbi, as we
believe that it acts as a potential policy lever for the administration should they need to use it.

The Fund has benefited strongly over the last 12 months from being on the right side of the changes taking place across the
region, with the contribution from Indian stocks outstanding, while China and ASEAN had a meaningful impact. At a sector
level, it was financials and industrials that were the core drivers of the Fund’s returns.
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